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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Regional radar, lightning, and satellite data confirm that a line of strong thunderstorms is approaching mid to lower Texas coastal 
waters. Strong storms, located along an eastward-advancing cold front, are likely to move across much of the western Gulf through 
midday. Storms may turn increasingly severe as they slowly move across east-central Gulf coastal leases from Vermilion to Viosca
Knoll and seaward from roughly midday through Midnight tonight. This storm system is fairly strong, thus well organized line 
segments will have the potential to produce gusts in excess of 50 to 60 knots, hail, and waterspouts/tornadoes. Thunderstorm-
induced west to northwest significant wind shifts are possible. Ahead of today’s storms, onshore winds may occasionally reach gale 
force with seas remaining moderate to rough. Similarly, near gale force winds and moderate to rough seas are anticipated behind 
the line of storms/front through early tomorrow morning. While storms will shift east of the area, winds and seas are unlikely to 
diminish across the central and eastern Gulf tomorrow. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Even heading into Saturday, decreasing winds and seas from west to east will be a gradual process. Fresh to strong winds and 
moderate seas are likely to persist near, and off the MS River Delta as strong low pressure over the Ohio Valley and high pressure 
over the western Gulf maintain a fairly sharp pressure gradient. Sunday through Tuesday will likely feature a return of fresh to
possibly strong onshore winds, initially near the Texas coast, ahead of the next US Plains storm system. Moderate seas are likely to 
develop off the Texas and western Louisiana coasts. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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